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The world’s leanest, most economical 
aircraft wasn’t created by tweaking –  

it was purpose-designed and built from  
the ground up. The C Series is now the  

most efficient aircraft in the skies. 

the  
C SerieS
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C SERIES 
inTroducTion

The c Series is 100% new, from nose to tail. Yet this 
entirely purpose-built aircraft has been made possible 
thanks to a long line of industry-shaping aircraft in the 
Bombardier family. The c Series, which incorporates 
decades of experience in the aviation industry, is the 
natural progression and exciting future of Bombardier’s 
commercial aircraft.

composed of the cS100 and the larger cS300, the 
c Series family represents the fusion of performance 
and technology. The result is two aircraft that deliver 
a 15% cash operating cost advantage and a 20% fuel 
burn advantage, making this family the ideal candidate 
for longer, thinner routes. This means airlines can con-
nect far-flung points on continents or sectors that 
were previously not profitable or possible.

in addition to delivering best-in-class economics 
with the c Series aircraft, Bombardier has placed  
considerable emphasis on cabin design to  
ensure an excellent passenger experience. Although 
the c Series aircraft only has one aisle, the aircraft’s 
larger seats, overhead bins and windows create a 
widebody feel that offers passengers unparalleled 
comfort in a single-aisle cabin. The c Series also offers 
maximum cabin flexibility: great for airlines, and some-
thing passengers will love too. 

This flexibility extends to operations. Together, the 
cS100 and the cS300 have over 95% parts commonal-
ity as well as the same type rating. The groundbreaking 
Pratt & Whitney PurePower® PW1500G, combined with 
advanced aerodynamics, delivers reduced fuel burn, 
noise and emissions, making the c Series a community-
minded aircraft.

By focusing on the 100- to 150-seat market  
segment, Bombardier has built the c Series aircraft 
with a specific design point in mind. The focus on this 
segment drives the aircraft’s phenomenal economic 
proposition and performance, opening up new oppor-
tunities and new ideas for single-aisle operations.
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C SERIES 
SPEcificATionS 

CS100

The cS100 aircraft carries between 100 and 133  
passengers and offers unmatched flexibility for many 
airline business models. it is an ideal solution for hot-
and-high airports, short runways and steep approaches.

CS300

The cS300 aircraft offers the best seat-mile cost in 
its category, making it the most profitable solution 
for mid-sized markets with up to 160 passengers per 
flight, and ideal for a range of routes, including those 
serving transcontinental markets.

ConSiDerABLe CommonALitY

The cS100 and cS300 offer full operational common-
ality – the highest commonality in the single aisle cat-
egory. over 95% of line-replaceable units are shared, 
and the aircraft have the same type rating and fam-
ily of engines, meaning operators with more than one  
c Series model enjoy significant savings.

ShAreD CreWS

operationally, flight crews with the same type rating 
and cabin crew will enjoy a seamless transition from 
the cS100 to the cS300, or vice versa, greatly reducing 
training costs for those operating both models.

With two distinct yet similar models, the C Series 
provides full flexibility when it comes to different 
levels of traffic, frequency requirements and 
operational realities.

FAmiLY AFFAir
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SPEcificATionS 

Short tAkeoFF

The c Series offers best-in-class airfield performance. 
The cS100, for instance, possesses a takeoff field length 
as short as 4,000 feet, making it an ideal candidate for 
hot-and-high and city-centre airport operations.

The ultra-modern CS100 and CS300 aircraft offer 
unmatched performance and operational flexibility, 
thanks to their exceptional airfield capabilities and 
transcontinental range.

PeAk PerFormAnCe

imPreSSive reACh

Both the cS100 and the cS300 possess a range of over 
3,000 nautical miles, meaning they can easily connect 
far-flung points. At challenging airports, the cS100 has 
up to 50% range advantage over re-engined 100-seat 
aircraft due to its focus on the 100- to 150-seat market.

CoSt CountS

The family offers a 15% cash operating cost advantage 
over in-production aircraft and up to a 12% operating 
cost advantage over re-engined aircraft. This unbeat-
able economic advantage has led to the lowest break-
even load factor in its class. 

oPtimAL DeSiGn

As the c Series is entirely purpose-built and specifi-
cally designed for the 100- to 150-seat market, many 
cost-saving advantages have been built in, such as an 
optimized five-abreast cabin and advanced materials. 
The result is an aircraft that is up to 12,000 lb. lighter 
than its competitors.

LeSS DrAG

Less drag means that less fuel is burnt. The c Series 
aircraft’s reduced drag, optimized wing aerodynamics 
and integrated 3-axis fly-by-wire controls all contrib-
ute to the family’s 20% fuel burn advantage.

eFFeCtive mAintenAnCe

The c Series provides more than 25% cost advantage 
on direct maintenance costs, thanks to its optimized 
maintenance program, higher maintenance intervals 
(850 hours for “A” checks and 8,500 hours for “c” 
checks), advanced systems integration and high-
technology engine design.

The C Series aircraft’s unmatched efficiencies, through 
significant reductions in fuel burn and operating costs, 
create superior economic advantages.

eConomiC ADvAntAGe
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The C Series aircraft are ultra-modern, from engines to 
engineering, ensuring that operators enjoy value today 
and growth tomorrow.

AviAtion ADvAnCeD

totALLY neW

designed specifically for the 100- to 150-seat single-
aisle market, the c Series is the only entirely new 
family of airliners in its class. The two models benefit 
from leading-edge technology and systems integra-
tion, advanced materials and the latest generation 
aerodynamics. 

ADvAnCeD mAteriALS

Extensive use of advanced aluminum in the c Series 
aircraft’s fuselage, and advanced composites in its 
wings, empennage and rear fuselage reduces weight 
and increases corrosion resistance, resulting in better 
maintainability. These advanced structural materials 
also deliver weight savings that result in considerable 
fuel burn advantages.

StAte-oF-the-Art FLiGht DeCk

The c Series cutting-edge flight deck includes large 
Lcd displays as well as dual flight management  
systems (fMS) with optimized control and display 
functions, rnP0.1 capability, dual cursor control  
devices, datalink, cat iiib autoland and side stick con-
trols as baseline. The result is an integrated avionics 
experience that increases pilot situational awareness 
and reduces workload. The c Series flight deck sets 
new standards for others to follow.

oPtimizeD enGine

The aircraft is equipped with Pratt & Whitney Pure-
Power® PW1500G engines. Possessing one of the 
highest by-pass ratios (12:1) of any turbofan engine in 
the world, the PW1500G delivers reduced fuel burn, 
noise and emissions thanks to its advanced combus-
tion technology and fan drive Gear System™.

imProveD SYStem mAnAGement

The c Series Aircraft Health Management System 
(AHMS) has the power to change how airline main-
tenance crews manage their activities, resulting in 
fewer mechanical delays and superior dispatch reli-
ability. This state-of-the-art tool, which was designed 
specifically for the c Series aircraft, provides advanced 
diagnostic capabilities that will be key components in 
Bombardier’s entry-into-service and start-up strate-
gies to support operators.
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A. integrated flight management system
B.  Graphical flight planning
C.  Sensed electronic checklist
D.  Advanced multi-scan weather radar
e.  Advanced fly-by-wire with side stick controls 
F.  Auto throttle (moving thrust levers)
G.  cAT iiia autoland (cAT iiib optional)
h.  controller pilot data link communication (cPdLc) 
i.  data link with full-format printer (optional)
J. optimized human-machine interface
k.  Head-up displays (optional)
L. class 2 electronic flight bags (optional)
m. Growth capability
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unrivALLeD SPACe 

The c Series provides unmatched personal space 
without compromise, thanks to its seat width – the 
widest on a single-aisle aircraft – as well as large win-
dows (11 x 16 inches), which are positioned to provide 
optimal viewing angles and natural light. 

more StoWAGe

With the largest stowage in its class, the c Series is 
capable of carrying more bags, including oversized 
bags (measuring up to 24 x 17 x 11 inches), which can 
be inserted wheels first. Additionally, lower bin access 
brings storage within reasonable reach.

CuStomizeD CABin

The c Series aircraft’s highly flexible cabins provide 
two flex zones – allowing operators to benefit from 
fully customizable modular cabin monuments, such as 
galleys, lavatories, windscreens and stowage, based on 
their specific needs.

unmAtCheD exPerienCe

in addition to being the quietest cabin in their class, the 
c Series aircraft offer connectivity for Wi-fi-enabled 
devices and cutting-edge in-flight entertainment (ifE) 
systems, ensuring the highest level of enjoyment by 
their passengers. The c Series aircraft’s state-of-the-art  
integrated cabin Management System is intuitive and 
controls all key cabin systems, such as mood lighting, 
at a single terminal. The aircraft also feature lavatories 
with increased accessibility, making them suitable for 
people with reduced mobility.

Above
The cabin Management System 
(cMS) provides crews with easy, 
intuitive control of the aircraft’s 
interior environment, including 
entertainment offerings, to ensure 
a delightful passenger experience.

Left
The c Series aircraft’s lower, 
larger and easily accessible bins 
allow more and simpler stowage 
of carry-on bags (93 for cS100,  
111 for cS300).

Every C Series interior configuration is designed 
to deliver a widebody feel in a single-aisle aircraft. 
The cabin was intentionally designed from the 
inside out to provide space where it matters most, 
leading to an unparalleled passenger experience.

CABin ComFortS
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The C Series is the ideal aircraft for urban operations 
thanks to its unmatched environmental scorecard.

CommunitY FrienDLY

reDuCeD emiSSionS

The c Series aircraft’s fuel burn advantage translates 
directly into a 20% reduction in co

2
 emissions. This 

means that one c Series aircraft could reduce an  
operator’s co

2
 emissions by up to 6,000 tonnes each 

year. The c Series will also emit 50% fewer nox emis-
sions than the cAEP6 nox emission standards.

reDuCeD noiSe

With the lowest noise levels of any commercial jet in 
production, the c Series is ideal for urban operations 
and noise-sensitive airports. 

reDuCeD imPACt

Bombardier assesses the environmental impact of its 
aircraft throughout their life cycles. Through its design, 
manufacturing, operations and recyclability, the c Series 
will be issued an Environmental Product declaration 
(EPd) upon entry into service – an industry first.

GreenhouSe GAS emiSSionS
20% co

2
 EMiSSionS AdvAnTAGE PEr SEAT

nox emiSSionS
50% LESS nox EMiSSionS

cAEP6 nox, requirement  
(Jan 2008)

>50%
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Passengers
capacity  108 (up to 133)

Cargo
volume  838 ft.3 / 23.7 m3

Weight  8,000 lb. / 3,629 kg

PW1519G engines*

Thrust  

18,900 lbf. /  

84.1 kn*

flat rating  

iSA + 15.0°c

PW1521G engines

Thrust  

21,000 lbf. /  

93.4 kn

flat rating  

iSA + 15.0°c

PW1524G engines

Thrust   

23,300 lbf. /  

103.6 kn

flat rating  

iSA + 15.0°c

PW1525G engines

Thrust  

23,300 lbf. /  

103.6 kn **

flat rating  

iSA + 15.0°c

maximum takeoff Weight
Base  121,000 lb. / 54,885 kg

Max  134,000 lb. / 60,781 kg

maximum Landing Weight
Base  112,500 lb. / 51,029 kg

Max  115,500 lb. / 52,390 kg

maximum Payload
Base  30,350 lb. / 13,767 kg

Max  33,350 lb. / 15,127 kg

Maximum cruise Speed  0.82 Mach

 470 kts 

 541 mph

 871 km/h

normal cruise Speed  0.78 Mach 

 447 kts 

 515 mph

 829 km/h

range  

(225 lb. / 102 kg per pax.) 

3,100 nM

3,567 SM

5,741 km

takeoff Field Length  
iSA, SL, Base MToW, Max. Thrust

4,000 ft. 

1,219 m

Landing Field Length  
iSA, SL, Base MLW

4,450 ft.

1,356 m 

Passengers
capacity   130 (up to 160)

Cargo
volume  1,116 ft.3 / 31.6 m3

Weight  10,700 lb. / 4,853 kg

maximum takeoff Weight
Base 132,000 lb. / 59,874 kg

Max 149,000 lb. / 67,585 kg

maximum Landing Weight
Base 124,500 lb. / 56,472 kg

Max 129,500 lb. / 58,740 kg

maximum Payload
Base  36,750 lb. / 16,670 kg

Max  41,250 lb. / 18,711 kg

range  

(225 lb. / 102 kg per pax.)

3,300 nM

3,798 SM

6,112 km

takeoff Field Length  
iSA, SL, Base MToW, Max. Thrust

5,000 ft.

1,524 m

Landing Field Length  
iSA, SL, Base MLW

4,800 ft. 

1,463 m

Advanced fly-by-wire with full envelope 

protection & speed stabilization

five large 15.1 in. Lcd displays

Side stick controls

cat iiia Autoland

Graphical flight 

management system

Advanced multi-scan weather radar

required navigation Performance

Authorization required (rnP Ar)

CS100 CS300

GEnERal EnGInE

SpEEd

advanCEd fEaTuRES

WEIGhT

pERfoRmanCE

2 Pratt & Whitney PurePower® PW1500G engines

cAT iiib Autoland*

Single or dual Head-up

display system (Hud)*

class 2 electronic flight bag*

integrated flight information system*

SATcoM voice and data link*

full-format printer with

graphics capability*

controller Pilot data Link

communication (cPdLc)*

*optional features

*PW1519G Engines applies
only to the cS100 aircraft

** Provides up to 5% additional 
thrust for non-static conditions
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Americas | new York | JFk

europe | Paris | CDG

Asia Pacific | hong kong | hkG

middle east | Dubai | DxB
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rAnGe mAPS rAnGe mAPS

up to 3,300 nm up to 3,300 nm

Manaus

Belém

Miami

Anchorage

Whitehorse

Vancouver

St. John’s

Lima

Quito

Panama City
Bogota

Caracas
Georgetown

Bridgetown

Mexico City

Los Angeles
St. Louis

Denver

New York Hong Kong

Manila

Delhi
Lhasa Chengdu

Beijing
Seoul Tokyo

Singapore

Darwin

Shanghai

Bali

Bangkok

Ulaanbaatar

Urumqi

Karachi

Chennai

Mumbai

Cairns

Port Moresby

Astana

Almaty

Tashkent

Paris

St. John’s Moscow

Cairo

Helsinki

Stockholm

Quebec

Halifax
Oslo

Reykjavik

Astana

Ashgabat

Tehran

Riyadh

Jeddah

Dubai

Khartoum

Libreville

Accra

Casablanca

Addis Ababa

Almaty

Abidjan

Dakar

Lisbon

Tripoli

Rome

Lagos

Dubai
Jeddah

Khartoum

Cairo Lahore

Libreville

Douala

Kinshasa

Addis Ababa

Victoria Falls

Harare Antananarivo

Kolkata

Chennai

Delhi

Mumbai

Urumqi

Astana

Helsinki

Moscow

Odesa

Paris

Rome

Tripoli
Athens

Tehran

Hanoi

Kuala Lumpur

Bangkok
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C SERIES 
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A Wide 20.0 in. / 0.51 m business class seat
B Wide 18.5 in. / 0.47 m seat
C oversized 19.0 in. / 0.48 m middle seat

30
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DimenSionS
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CS100 CS300

Length  114 ft. 9 in. / 35.0 m

Wing Area  1,209 ft.2 / 112.3 m2

height  37 ft. 8 in. / 11.5 m

Wingspan  115 ft. 1 in. / 35.1 m

Fuselage  12 ft. 2 in. / 3.7 m 
maximum 
Diameter  

Length  127 ft. 0 in. / 38.7 m

Wing Area  1,209 ft.2 / 112.3 m2

height  37 ft. 8 in. / 11.5 m

Wingspan  115 ft. 1 in. / 35.1 m

Fuselage  12 ft. 2 in. / 3.7 m 
maximum 
Diameter  

fuselage Maximum 
diameter

fuselage Maximum 
diameter

Wingspan
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th

CroSS-SeCtionS

Wingspan
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CS100 ConFiGurAtionS CS300 ConFiGurAtionS 

Dual Class

Seat pitch 

36 in. | 32 in.
Seats 

130

Standard Single Class

Seat pitch 

32 in.
Seats 

140

high-Density Single Class

Seat pitch 

30 in.
Seats 

150

maximum Capacity

Seat pitch 

28 in.
Seats 

160

Dual Class

Seat pitch 

38 in. | 32 in.
Seats 

108

Standard Single Class

Seat pitch 

32 in.
Seats 

120

high-Density Single Class

Seat pitch 

30 in.
Seats 

125

maximum Capacity

Seat pitch 

28 in.
Seats 

133
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around the clock and around the globe, 
Bombardier works to ensure the readiness  
and reliability of each of its aircraft. With  
a strong support network, Bombardier’s 
Customer Services ensures your aircraft 

operates efficiently and effectively.

35

BomBArDier
CuStomer ServiCeS
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GLoBAL netWork
Bombardier’s customer Services is headquar-

tered in Montreal and Toronto, canada and  

is complemented by 10 regional support  

offices strategically located around the globe. 

Providing support that’s tailored to you, be it  

in person or online, they work with you from 

your aircraft’s entry-into-service and beyond. 

totAL mAintenAnCe
As the original equipment manufacturer,  

Bombardier’s wholly-owned service centres  

and associated service facilities deliver com-

prehensive maintenance, repair and overhaul 

services. And, if the situation necessitates it,  

a dedicated mobile repair team can come to you.

movinG PArtS
Bombardier guarantees fast, reliable and cost-

effective delivery of aircraft parts, wherever 

you are. its world-class parts network is able 

to ship parts and materials 24 hours a day, seven days 

a week, while the Smart Parts Program and component 

repair or overhaul services offer component support 

and maintenance on a day-to-day basis.

DireCt trAininG 
With fAA Part 142 training facilities, EASA type-rating 

training organizations and the ability to modify training 

to reflect ongoing aircraft enhancements, Bombardier  

is perfectly poised for training its aircrafts’ operators.  

it offers flight, technical and other training at state-of-

the-art facilities around the globe.

regional Support offices

Authorized Service facilities

Service centres
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iflybombardier.com

Montreal/Toronto

Mumbai

Tucson Macon

West Virginia

Munich
Ljubljana

Dubai

Tokyo

Sydney

Maastricht

Cologne

Shanghai

Kazan

Jinan

Cairns

Hyderabad
MAS GMR MROAddis Ababa

Johannesburg

Singapore

Moscow

Exeter
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Bombardier, c Series, cS100, cS300 and The Evolution  
of Mobility are trademarks of Bombardier inc. or its 
subsidiaries.

* PurePower® PW1500G, PW1519G, PW1521G, PW1524G 
and PW1525G Engines are trademarks of united  
Technologies corp. – Pratt & Whitney or its subsidiaries. 

diScLAiMEr: The c Series aircraft are in the devel-
opment phase. All data and specifications are esti-
mates, subject to changes in family strategy, branding,  
capacity and performance during the development, 
manufacture and certification process. All perfor-
mance references have been estimated based on a 
500 nM north American operating environment and 
comparisons are to in-production aircraft. This docu-
ment does not constitute an offer, commitment, repre-
sentation, guarantee or warranty of any kind. The con-
figuration and performance of the aircraft may differ 
from the image shown and, together with any related 
commitment, representations, guarantee or warranty, 
shall be determined in a final purchase agreement. This 
document must not be reproduced or distributed in 
whole or in part to or by a third party. Bombardier 
shall be notified in writing of all requests for permis-
sion to disclose.

All rights reserved © 2015 Bombardier inc.
Printed in the uK, June 2015
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BoMBArdiEr coMMErciAL AircrAfT
Email: bca.marketing@aero.bombardier.com 

commercialaircraft.bombardier.com


